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➢ Using an industry neutral, bi-annually re-balanced portfolios constructed by ESG scores, we track ESG-

tilted investment portfolio performance for the CSI300 constituent stocks during 2015-2020. The

differential cumulative return shows that an industry neutral ESG based investment strategy allows an

investor to earn substantially higher returns in the Chinese market.

➢ Based on the short-term event window, there exhibits a positive relationship between stock returns and

ESG ratings during COVID-19 outbreak.

➢ In conclusion, despite China is in the early stage of ESG investing and a lot of investors are unsophisticated

retail investors, there are preference for high ESG firms, especially during the crisis.
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Figure 1: Cumulative raw return for industry neutral high vs low ESG groups evolving over time during the 

period between Jul 1, 2015 and Mar 31, 2020

Using an industry neutral, bi-annually re-balanced portfolios constructed by ESG scores, we track ESG-tilted

investment portfolio performance for the CSI300 constituent stocks during 2015-2020. The differential cumulative

return for the high ESG vs the low ESG group is about 12.83% during the July 2017-December 2019 period, and for

the whole sample is 9.4%. These figures imply that, even in normal times, an industry neutral ESG based investment

strategy allows an investor to earn substantially higher returns in the Chinese market.

Differential Return=12.83%

Differential Return= 9.4%
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This table reports the trading volume of

Mainland CSI300 firms traded on

Shanghai Stock Exchange and Shenzhen

Stock Exchange. Normal period is from

Feb 11, 2019 to Mar 31, 2019, and the

pandemic period is from Feb 3, 2020 to

Mar 31, 2020. High ESG firms are

portfolios above ESG_total sample

median, low ESG firms otherwise. These

two periods cover 2 months after the

Chinese New Year holidays. Trading

volume data are from the Wind database.

The symbols *, **, and *** indicate

significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1%

levels, respectively.

Table 2: Trading Volume of CSI300 Stocks Before and During 

the COVID-19 Pandemic Period
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This table provides the results on relationship

between ESG scores of Mainland CSI300 firms

and stock market reaction during the Covid-19

outbreak period. r[-1,1] refers to cumulative

raw return (in percentage) over Jan 23– Feb 4,

2020. Ln (BM) is the logarithm of book to

market ratio. Ln (Size) is the logarithm of the

market value equity two weeks prior to the

start of the pandemic. Leverage is ratio of total

liability to total assets. All of the regressions

include controls variables, industry fixed

effects (not reported for brevity).

r[-1,1] r[-1,1] volat[-1,39]

Variables [1] [2] [3]

ESG_total Positively Negatively 

Significant Significant

ESG_mngt Positively 

Significant

Controls yes yes yes

Constant yes yes yes

Industry FE yes yes yes

Observations 300 300 300

R-squared 0.125 0.152 0.310

Table 3: The Impact of ESG Performance on Stock

Market Reactions and volatility to Covid-19


